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Abstract. The widespread of ICTs has been transforming the physical city. This
process has been definitely influencing people’s experiences within the urban
environment creating new public spaces of interaction, affecting the physical and
social urban structures. So, the city can be considered as an interface embedding
different relational systems. In this perspective, Public Administration may
benefit from the emergence of new interaction patterns for reinforcing the rela‐
tionship with citizens. In effect, as the success of any public initiative appears to
be strongly influenced by human aspects, Public Administrations should use the
city interface to facilitate the communication and the collaboration with citizens.
This paper aims to reflect on the interactive systems connecting citizens and
Public Administration within the public sphere, and on the emergence of new
perspectives and relations among people and urban places, in order to suppose
new types of public touchpoints and interfaces supporting a sustainable city
development.
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1 Introduction

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary [1] defines an interface as “a. the place or area at which
different things meet and communicate with or affect each other; b. a system that is used
for operating a computer: a system that controls the way information is shown to a
computer user and the way the user is able to work with the computer; c. an area or
system through which one machine is connected to another machine”.

Referring to the first meaning of the word “interface”, the city itself can be considered
as the main effective interface between Public Administrations (hereafter PAs) and citi‐
zens. In fact, the physical and digital structures of the city influence and shape the inter‐
actions between them. At the same time, the repeated use by people of these structures
transforms the overall look and behaviour of the city.

An analogy can be also formulated with the second and third meanings by consid‐
ering the city as the system used to show information to the citizens and letting them
interact with the PAs or connecting different PAs. In addition, the pervasiveness of ICTs
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has been disseminating within the city various types of interfaces that could engage
citizens within the city context [2–4].

Furthermore, even HCI field has moved beyond the early paradigm of graphic user
interface, based on the desktop metaphor, towards a broader spectrum of user interfaces
and new areas of possible interactive systems, not limited to technologies, in so far as
they enhance human activity and experience. All this is a consequence of the arise of a
more complex and varied environment made of a huge amount of information, new
paradigms and mechanisms for collective activity, and a continual diversification of
computing devices and contexts of implementation [5]. According to Tuters and de
Lange [6], as technology becomes context-aware, “we would thus move from the graphic
user interface as desktop, to new metaphors as rooms, streets, cities and even the planet
as a whole”.

In the same way, and especially in respect of the new capabilities allowed by the
ICTs, during the years nature and modes of interaction between PAs and citizens have
been multiplied and expanded in context by arising the interest of civic society towards
policies and interventions affecting the common sphere. This more active behaviour of
citizens towards activities of public interest has led to an openness of PA towards the
involvement of citizens into the definition of the policies, fostering at the same time a
wider spread of the principles of transparency, collaboration, and participation [7, 8].
Citizens are seen as crucial actors in the design and delivery of public services and city
administrators are more and more seen as facilitators of the interaction between the
different stakeholders of the city, rather than top-down decision maker and controller.
Moreover, the emergence of collaborative service design processes involving citizens
and PA (which will benefit from them and other creative citizens initiatives, such as
community gardens, food swapping groups, etc.) is bringing a fundamental innovation
in society and it is encouraging new forms of co-responsibility in dealing with social,
economic, and environmental problems [9, 10].

So, citizens and PAs interact with each other by various ways and through a lots of
different systems. Some of them use city patterns and structures or other urban elements
to facilitate the interactions. For example, the grassroots initiatives on the territory
aiming to the regeneration of shared urban spaces while promoting civic values and
sustainability are also appealing to the PA for a better satisfaction of the main needs felt
by citizens.

In this paper the authors discuss the possibility to use interactive public space
elements as interfaces for attracting different city experiences and for supporting sustain‐
able relationships between citizens and PAs. In detail, in the next section the authors
present some related works about the influence of ICTs on the social relations within
the city. In the third section the authors focus on the systems that allow building a
sustainable relationship between citizens and PA. Then in the fourth section the systems
supporting the emergence of sustainable process of change are identified. In the last
section the conclusion is presented, pointing out the possibility of a redesign of the urban
street furniture to enhance the relation between citizens and PA.
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2 The City as Space of Interaction Among People: The Complex
System Created by ICTs

A long-time, wide-spreading, and notable literature has been studying the social and
relational systems within the city as influenced by its physical structure. Especially the
field of urban sociology focuses on the social consequences that result from the physical
urban environment, such as the ways people experience themselves and the others,
interact, and organize their lives [11]. The arrangement of the urban environment, espe‐
cially of public spaces, influences the social behaviours of its inhabitants, potentially
shaping their relationships with the urban communities, the PA, and the city itself.
Moreover, it contributes to build civic awareness. According to Amin [12], “public
space, if organized properly, offers the potential for social communion by allowing us
to lift our gaze from the daily grind, and as a result, increase our disposition towards the
other”, although the effective outcome is not predictable.

In the last decades, the academic interest towards the interaction among people and
structures within the urban environment has been expanding by the increasing relevance
and influence of ICTs on urban spaces, as the pervasiveness of ICTs become a key factor
in people’s everyday lives and city development [8, 13–15]. The so called ubiquitous
technologies have been promising several advantages by releasing people from some
troublesome activities and by sustaining the delivery of efficient services. At the same
time they have been reinforcing the risk of social control by monitoring and tracking
such activities as well. This extreme vision may be opposed by focusing and working
on the potentiality of ICTs for “creating social bonds, increasing cultural understanding
and making sense of our technologically sophisticated world” [15], “working with the
life-supporting role of the urban infrastructure” [12], and offering “a unique opportunity
to evaluate the ‘relational’ as flows, intensities and transductions that mobilize socio‐
technical assemblages” [14]. In effect, the introduction of ICTs within the urban space
has had a revolutionary impact on people, by offering new possibilities of interaction
and relation. Castells [16] found a “condition of structural schizophrenia” originated by
the different spatial and temporal logics experienced by people: the virtual space of
flows that shape the society and the space of places, the physical world where people
live. Leaving aside the reflection on identity that Castell brings forth by this condition,
the mutual influence between city and society is made evident and conditioned by ICTs.
However, ICTs, far from replacing urban life, are a complementary tool that often
modifies or is modified by the social or physical urban environments in qualitative new
ways [13]. According to de Waal [17], ICTs, or those he called urban media (i.e. “media
technologies that in one way or another can influence the experience of a physical loca‐
tion”), play a fundamental role in the urban life. Some of them mainly support efficiency
and personalization in city dwellers lives, reducing the possibilities for mutual involve‐
ment, but others may combine efficiency and personalization with the aspects of citi‐
zenship and social connection, increasing the possibility of achieve more benefits for
the city development. In all these cases de Waal, also highlights the importance of the
organization, use and experience of the urban public sphere (i.e. “the collection of places
in a city that serve as meeting places for city dwellers from various backgrounds”) as it
is strictly connected to urban communities development. Nowadays, urban media may
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intrinsically intervene on the experience of the urban public sphere, so that the urban
public space can not be considered as a purely physical construct, but it is better
addressed as an interface supporting and influencing many types of relationships on the
basis of the elements it is made of (in detail de Waal considered five related aspects:
platform, programme, protocol, filter, and agency). Ultimately, “the physical city is an
‘interface’ where collective practices take shape, and when these collective practices
change, the shape and meaning of the physical environment change with them” [17].

In this sense the city can be considered a mean of communication and relation
between citizens and city administrators, i.e. PAs, and urban technologies along with
urban physical structures can be considered the interface elements designers have to
properly arrange to support this relationship. For example, according to Schroeter [18],
the use of digital and civic technologies directly accessible within the physical space
could enhance the citizen’s experience of that space and contribute to remove the hier‐
archical relations between “those who build the city and those who use it”.

Since the presentation of the related work has been coming to characterize the city
as made of social and physical structures and human interactions also supported by
digital interactive systems continually influencing each other, the city can be considered
as a complex system able to react and adapt itself to transformational events. Through
this process, the city creates the possibilities for new relational opportunities to emerge
and encourage the exploitation of sustainable social, economic, and environmental solu‐
tions. So, the increasing interconnection among urban levels and domains requires an
organic approach, open to contamination, in order to properly deal with social,
economic, and environmental challenges.

At the urban level, an organic approach has been elaborated by Alexander et al. [19]
by identifying a common pattern language shared by all the people in society that shapes
buildings and towns. It was a practical language for building and planning cities
according to specific problems occurring in the environment. However, since it does not
give predetermined solutions, but rather shows the essential field of relationship needed
to solve a problem, different systems of interaction may occurring into a certain space.
This approach deeply complies with the urban transformations produced by processes
of emergence [20] occurring into a city and it offers a way for trying to bring them into
the (urban) design practice.

3 Reflecting on Interactive Urban Systems for Building Sustainable
Relationships Between Citizens and Public Administrations

The pervasive use of smartphones, along with other smart devices integrated into the
environment, has generated blended spaces of interaction where physical and digital
systems are strictly connected and urban life and ICTs mutually modify one another [6].
In effect, when the citizen moves from the app on his/her smartphone, to the physical
space surrounding him/her, such as when he/she calculates the route to do in order to
reach a specific place, he/she is moving from digital to physical channels and places.
Regarding this, a work of the Nielsen Norman Group [21] shows that switching channels,
both physical and digital enhances the whole user experience. In effect, in pursuing a
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certain activity the user sees the possible related touchpoint with the organization as one
of the many interactions that contribute to create his/her overall relationship with that
organization. For that reason, a seamless user experience is a fundamental condition to
guarantee the perception of continuity through the entire user journey. Also in the use
of public and urban services the continuity of experience is a crucial aspect that the PA
should consider in building a substantial relationship with its citizens. However, rather
than focus on public services intended as punctual activities, the PA might going further
by investing in developing a less linear (but deeper) process of engagement with the
citizens through non-conventional awareness systems. This type of intervention requires
a comprehensive reflection on the modes by which the citizens are interconnected with
the PA, approaching the city as interface.

Resmini and Rosati [22] show how into the city context the information flow, i.e. an
essential element on which the relations between citizens and PAs are founded, follows
two patterns: top-down and bottom-up. For example, the city signage is a top-down
information flow, while the so called desire paths are bottom-up. Focusing on the rela‐
tional aspect, often these one-way information flows remain unremarked and unheeded,
as closed system. They do not trigger diffuse processes of development or exchange on
the territory. On the contrary, when the system standing at the top (i.e. PA) is disposed
to get a feedback from the system standing at the bottom (i.e. citizens) a bidirectional
information flows occurs. Moreover, if the PA is open to really listen to the citizens’
needs, a partnership and active engagement between them may occur. Visually, the top-
down flow is represented as a straight arrow pointing up, while the bottom-up flow is
represented as a straight arrow pointing down. The bidirectional flow derived from
getting feedback from one part to another is represented as two straight arrows put side
by side, one pointing up and one down. Finally, the bidirectional flow originated from
the active participation of citizens is represented as a single straight arrow pointing both
up and down. These representations show the nature and direction of the relationship
between two subjects. The OECD [23] classified the relationship between government
and citizens according to these patterns. In detail, it indicated the production and delivery
of information as a one-way relationship between the government and “passive” citizens,
the consultation as a two-way relationship still managed by the government, and the
active participation as a two-way relationship that acknowledge an equal standing for
citizens, although the final resolution rests with government.

Currently, the openness of government or PA, the growth of participatory democracy
and civic engagement, along with the spread of ICTs, have been generating different
collaborative approaches and initiatives. As a consequence, new systems of relationship
between citizens and PAs, that may be represented with different and various patterns,
has been originated. This is the case of sharing services, such as car sharing or car-
pooling. Since they need to be diffused on the territory and among people in order to be
effective, the relationship that is established is not simply bottom-up or top-down.
Instead, it might be seen as a wave, since there are a horizontal propagation of the relation
among ideally the wider number of people. The PA, by creating the conditions for these
services, can be considered as the trigger of the relationship. Differently, co-design
processes establish a rounded, involving, and prolonged relationship that theoretically
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acknowledge an equal standing for citizens and PA. So the relation may take the shape
of a spiral.

Giving a representation to the relation between citizens and PAs means reflecting on
the exceptional variety of new relationships generated by the transformation of the urban
public sphere. Thinking about these relationships helps in designing more effective
interactive systems supporting an organic city development and fostering emergent and
healthy processes of change. As said, these relational processes become especially
noticeable in the public space, where the arrangement of the different urban structures
and networks reflects the use made of it by people, in some cases showing their needs
and habits. In detail, within the city the interactions between citizens and PA may occur
in well-defined and designed spaces or in non-defined spaces. According to Cupers and
Miessen [20], the first are the product of architectural plans and of a huge use of
resources, while the second ones have no projects and are defined by the temporary and
everyday people interventions and use. Moreover, the margins of public spaces are
characterized by the continual emergence of elements that escape the restraints imposed
by the hierarchical organization of public space and time. This multiplicity observable
in public spaces generates openness and unpredictability, two characteristics that main‐
tain the continual (lively) process of transformation of the city.

4 Identifying Interactive Systems Supporting the Emergence
of Sustainable Process of Change

Nowadays the touchpoints between citizens and PAs are significantly increased. It is a
consequence of the combination of physical and digital channels. In detail, the digital‐
ization of a large number of public services due to the increasing improvement of the
open government processes has placed beside the traditional public buildings other
spaces of interaction diffused in the urban area. So, since open government is expected
to have wide margin of growth, we can suppose an increasing in more interactive and
effective points of contact between citizens and PAs on the territory, too.

Beyond the kind of relation between citizens and PA (direct, i.e. addressed to a short-
term punctual goal, or indirect, i.e. addressed to a long-term evolving goal), different
general contexts of interaction between citizens and PA can be identified on the basis
of a combination of ICTs and public spaces. Following, the main contexts of interaction,
seen as touchpoints between citizens and PA, are detailed.

First of all, the interaction may occur in spaces commonly related to the PA (e.g.
public offices), possibly supported by interactive technologies and devices (e.g. inter‐
active kiosks, smartphones, etc.) or completely set offline. Because of the widespread
of e-government, nowadays the in-person interaction in a public office might be the final
step of a process started online with the retrieve of information or the download of forms.
In this case, the design of accessible and usable spaces has a central role in building the
relation with the citizen. A similar situation occurs when the interaction is completely
set online on the PA websites or mobile applications. In this case the user interacts with
a proper interface which is expected to facilitate the interaction by providing more
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efficient, cost and time saving services. So the web and mobile interfaces have a crucial
role into the definition of a good relationship between citizens and PA.

Indeed, both in physical and digital environments, the user is acting and interacting
in a space directly connected to the activities of the PA.

Conversely, the presence of the PA may not be clearly perceived when the interaction
occurs through the use of public services, as they are diffused within the whole city and
they involve different structural elements. In the last years, the delivery of the city public
services has been largely acknowledged as an essential part of the city development and
the citizen experience. As a consequence, the public service design has been increasingly
based on a citizen-centered approach in order to properly meet citizens’ needs.

Another kind of interaction that might show the presence of the PA is the citizen
experience diffused on the territory supported by the so called civic technologies
accessed through physical fixed devices or mobile devices connected to the Internet.
This kind of interactions typically includes the interactive systems based on crowd‐
sourcing and mapping, e.g. the reporting apps on city disservices.

Civic technologies, along with social networks and other online channels, also might
support the organization of workgroups and communities of citizens aimed to the real‐
ization of offline activities to enhance the city quality of life or ideally retake the control
of the city. They include the neighbourhood and community organizing platforms. The
workgroups and communities of citizens could be seen as structured processes arisen
by emergent people’s needs. The interaction that springs typically sets a direct relation
among the different stakeholders.

All these kinds of interactive systems imply an active involvement of citizens in the
relation with the PAs. But this relation could also be built through an indirect interaction.
In fact, in the event that there is not a clear objective to achieve in the near future, the
PA should stimulate the emergence of a sustainable involvement of citizens in the city
development process, not necessarily actively engaging them, but positively predispose
them to possible changes coming to be. In this way, the risk of detachment between the
citizens and the urban public sphere may be avoided. This kind of interventions may
have direct and indirect effects on the definition of shared city spaces, services, and
common practices. In fact, the city can be designed as an interface between citizens and
PAs for supporting the emergence of new perspectives and connections among people
and places within the city itself. In this sense, public spaces where people meet and carry
on doing their own activities and where there is a latent presence of the PA, e.g. parks,
squares, etc., might be the ideal set to imagine new interactive systems diffused on the
territory, attracting the emergent needs and expectancies of citizens. In detail, the public
spaces where the citizens bump into while conduct their activities or using the services
offered by the city mainly are: squares, streets, gardens or parks, bus and train stops or
platforms, and crossroads. These public spaces are fundamental for building a relation‐
ship between citizens and PAs. Particularly, the urban street furniture (e.g. bus shelters,
street lamps, benches, waste receptacles) may be considered as a touchpoint and an
interface between citizens and PAs, as it already is part of the overall user experience
of the city. Moreover, in order to enhance the citizens’ urban experience, the urban street
furniture could integrate different digital devices. They sometimes already are present
in the public spaces, but mostly as functional elements lacking in the relational aspect.
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On the contrary, as the use of technology should be adequate to the usual activities of
citizens, the interactive systems integrated into the urban street furniture, should be a
system of attraction and multiplication of relational opportunities occurring into a
specific space of the city (even the whole). It should offer new perspectives and inter‐
pretations about the city, through a process of awareness and consciousness raising. In
fact, the experience of public space “supports building awareness of the commons” [12].
In the end, as the conditions for the new interactive systems are created by the PA, the
perception of its effective presence might be diffused into several city places, reinforcing
the relationship with the citizens.

So, it is important to give attention to the design of the overall interaction model
defined by these interactive systems, being aware that a space of indefiniteness and
multiplicity has to be saved. In effect, well-defined space of interaction may result
unproductive as they tend to stop the emergence of innovative actions or ways to live,
communicate, and think. On the contrary, undefined spaces let experience the encounters
and confrontations between people [20] and do not impose any type of relation or
engagement, as they are developed differently by people, “mediated as they are by sharp
differences in social experience, expectations and conduct” [12]. According to de Lange
and de Waal [24], “there is a lack of space for spontaneous encounters and public life,
and a general lack of involvement with the immediate environment”. So, it is funda‐
mental that the PA looks after the interactive systems supporting people creativity and
awareness since, as Low [25] sustained, urban public spaces provide “a place for
everyone to relax, learn and recreate, and open so that we have places where interper‐
sonal and intergroup cooperation and conflict can be worked out in a safe and public
forum”.

5 Conclusion

The results of this work have to be seen in the light of some limitations. First of all, the
whole paper focuses on the abstract concept of the interface between citizens and PA
and not on the description of a design or evaluation process concerning real products.
In fact, its aim was to define a set of elements to take into account for a future application
of what the authors sustain.

Secondly, as the authors focus on an interaction taking place into the physical urban
environment and being enhanced by ICTs, there is not a focus on the interaction with
all the type of online platforms related to e-government and open democracy, neither
on that with the smart city services. Indeed, it would have been difficult to identify all
the specific characteristics of each one.

Lastly, the PA has been considered as a subject separated from citizens, even if the
authors acknowledged that the PA itself is constituted by citizens and city dwellers
demanding for more sustainable process of innovation and relation.

Despite these limitations, the authors offer a useful point of view about the relational
systems between citizens and PAs, bringing the assumption that the pervasiveness of
the information into digital and physical spaces combined with collaborative processes
has been generating different interaction patterns. Furthermore, as a facilitator of the
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sustainable development of the urban environment, PA should define effective and
pleasant interfaces to communicate and collaborate with citizens, as they are funda‐
mental actors in the definition of the city development. So, the authors propose a redesign
of the urban street furniture for encouraging citizens’ involvement within the city
processes. Then, new types of interactive systems might arise in the public spaces of a
city as trigger and carrier of the emergent processes occurring into the city.

In conclusion, touchpoints connected to the delivery of a clear public service, such
as public offices, e-government services, etc. put a direct and very visible connection
between citizens and PAs and they are easily acknowledged by citizens. However, they
quite easily risk to attract complaints and anti-collaborative habits from citizens when
something in the service delivery process goes wrong. On the contrary latent technolo‐
gies situated in public spaces and supporting civic awareness are less visible (especially
when the benefits produced affect the whole system and not the single citizen), but also
less subject to temporary troubles.

So, the future steps of the research will concern first of all the design of an interactive
system to support the emergence of sustainable processes of change. It will be a system
integrated into the urban street furniture and connecting people with different places and
“worlds” within the city, in order to enhance their civic awareness by collecting the
traces of the different relationships existing among citizens, communities and PAs left
by activities, projects, and transformations of the urban environment. This ideal system
of attraction has to capture the spontaneous emergence of “new spatial combinations
and new rhythms of usage” [12] in order to foster future processes of change and to give
continuity to the user’s urban experience, by simultaneously connecting different and
distant places of the city.
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